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The next Library at Rice

The library’s rotunda may give way to a new “main street” through the center of the
first floor, allowing for access from both east and west sides of the building.
The most recent planning cycle for
the physical expansion of Fondren
began in 1992 and accelerated in
mid-decade. Many features of the
university remain familiar after
twelve years: the publication of
printed books and journals as a
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salient medium of scholarly exchange;
the fundamental importance of a
residential university as a forum for self
discovery and intellectual growth; and
the role of a library as central to one’s
educational experience.
At the same time, much has
changed. The previous library planning
effort began before the invention of
the World Wide Web. In the last seven
years literally hundreds of millions of
Web pages were created, thousands of
online journals have appeared, and the
National Science Foundation has invested
millions in digital library projects across
the sciences and humanities. Some disciplines are now completely dependent
on electronic resources for research and
teaching. Internet access is nearly ubiquitous. Tens of thousands of independent academic projects are increasingly
linked through national registries and

digital catalogs. Emerging areas
of research augur extraordinary
advances in our understanding of
the world: bioinformatics, nanotechnology, and molecular computing are all prominent examples of
Rice’s academic strength. These
compelling scientific advances also
portend new ways of organizing,
managing, and delivering information—basic elements of the traditional library.
How will Rice proceed?
Building renovation and a number
of interrelated services and programs lie ahead. The new off-site
Library Service Center, which
opened in January 2004, will provide space for the ongoing transfer
of less-used library materials, so
that Fondren will always have
adequate space to evolve. Many of
the goals for Fondren in the master
planning study remain salient:
• greater efficiency of service
points and programs
• more collaborative spaces,
with emphasis on the social
nature of learning
• more widely deployed
technology
• better seating and reading
areas
• improved sightlines between
service points.
During the past several years
we have come to understand more
deeply that the virtual spaces at
Rice provide means by which the
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Removal of sixth-floor stacks and offices would allow
creation of a reading room with views of the campus. Seen
in conference are Geneva Henry and Janice Bordeaux.
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academic community can meet,
exchange ideas, collaborate on
projects, read and compose assignments, conduct research, and build
digital repositories that reflect new
understanding. Like the campus of
bricks and mortar it complements
and extends, the digital environment
requires a unifying architecture and
must be secure, easy to navigate, and
dedicated to intellectual development of the highest order. Rice must
also plan for and manage its digital
environment with the same meticulous care and sensitivity accorded its
renowned physical plant of colleges,
classrooms, and green quadrangles.
‘No upward limit’ should apply
equally to our virtual dimension, as
it did nearly one hundred years ago
to the new institute when it broke
ground.
The next library at Rice
University will evolve in the coming decade, bridging the complex
academic needs of the present with
a future we are just beginning to
understand. Today new areas of
research, breathtaking changes in
technology, and an equally astonishing growth in scholarly resources
can rightfully claim the Gutenberg
revolution as precedent. We are
on the cusp of a transformational
epoch, with an opportunity to create a twenty-first-century library
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Rearrangement of space and improvement of facilities are
planned for the Woodson Research Center.

that is vibrant, flexible, and attuned
to a swiftly changing world. Our goal
remains identical to the earlier library
project: to construct a pre-eminent
academic support environment that
sustains the most advanced research
and intellectual productivity of any
institution of higher learning.
The most recent planning study
for the enhancement of library and
information resources at Rice produced a variety of desired elements
that were perceived as enriching the
intellectual environment at the university. These included consolidating traditional library services; implementing
innovative uses of technology for
information delivery and knowledge
management; balancing on-site collections with remote storage of lessused books and journals; creating a
more easily navigated building; and
constructing flexible study spaces that
encouraged collaboration and multivalent use.
These defining concepts were
to be incorporated in a new building, following the razing of Fondren.
Though the plan to raze the existing
Fondren Library has been revised,
the guiding concepts that emerged in
the planning process have nonetheless been preserved and will be realized within the existing library and
its off-site facility, the Library Service
Center. Many important enhancements are underway or planned for
the next four years.

The library is now ready to
begin the concept and costing
study for this exciting project. The
project team includes architects
from Shepley Bulfinch Richardson
and Abbott, Bailey Architects,
and Linbeck Construction Inc.,
as well as staff from the Fondren
Library, Rice Project Management
and Planning, and Rice Facilities
and Engineering. Should the Rice
Board approve this concept and
costing proposal, further planning
and construction will follow in
2004/2005.
Library renovations will be
phased and will initially focus on
the following areas of the first,
second, and sixth floors:
• The concept of a “main
street” through the center of the
first floor of Fondren was an element in all recent library planning
studies. Creating a new entrance
on the west side of Fondren with
an open corridor connecting to
the present eastern doors will help
achieve the goals of facilitating
improved sightlines to key services;
consolidation of some services,
with staff and cost efficiencies; aesthetically connecting the first floor
with the mezzanine to also improve
patron orientation and direction
finding; and accommodation of
the high volume of student traffic
along the west-side axis that
connects the colleges with the

science and engineering buildings.
• Creating a lovely, open space
with exceptional views of campus on
the sixth floor is planned. This space
would then be furnished as a reading room, with comfortable chairs
and data ports. Inclusion of a space
dedicated to the Graduate Student
Association (GSA) would afford a
place for graduate students to meet,
recruit future graduate students, and
share information pertinent to their
interests.
• The creation of a coffee shop/
Cybercafé is planned for the first
floor. This area will act as a social
and intellectual place within the
library to read, study, use technology,
talk with friends and colleagues, or
take a break. Although history has
shown many examples of how coffee, intellectual thought, and socializing go hand-in-hand, coffee service
in libraries is a relatively new trend,
contradicting the library’s traditional
image. This trend was influenced,
if not inspired, by the appearance
in the early 1990s of super bookstores Barnes & Noble and Borders,
which combined cozy seating, books
and magazines, and a café–without
restrictions as to where one could
wander, latté in hand. By the mid90s, the trend was introduced in
libraries from coast-to-coast, including public, academic, and school
libraries.
• Improvements to the Woodson
Research Center include relocating
the doorway and replacing several
small rooms to reveal activity in the
center and the collections housed
within. A glass-paneled door will
be added, exhibit cases placed near
the entrance, and an improved
reception/entry point designed to
welcome scholars and students to the
facility. Other enhancements to the
center are planned, including new
bookshelves, equipment, furniture,
and the modernization of fire safety
methods.
• Relocating Circulation/
Reserves to the newly created western building entrance will enhance
library service points. The space
occupied by the circulation/reserves

staff needs to be updated and relocated to accommodate new functions,
such as electronic reserves processing
and the housing of additional format materials (DVD, CD-ROM), as
well as address other changes in staff
duties. Staffing efficiencies will also
be realized with consolidation of the
information desk with circulation/
reserves for twenty-four-hour access.
The space will be more efficiently
designed in a new location, and sight
lines to other service points improved.
• Enhanced study rooms are
planned. Students have requested
flexibly designed collaborative spaces
in the library with a variety of
technology to accommodate the social

Circulation/Reserves will be moved
close to the library’s new west entrance.
Library staff member Simone Roemhild
is pictured helping Professor Nanxiu
Qian at the present Circulation Desk.
nature of learning, and the library
sees the need to create rooms for
individual or group study.
• An Asian Studies Alcove is
tentatively planned for the first floor
in the reference room. The Asian
Studies program has been enhanced
with a number of new faculty, including areas of specialization such as
Japanese history and Indian religious studies, which has resulted
in increased interest from students.
Faculty members have expressed
the need for a space where special
language materials and computers
could be co-located for the study of
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Tibetan,
and other Asian languages.
The library project team will also
evaluate other possible renovations as

part of the study, including furniture
upgrades, remodeling of staff areas,
facilities issues, and other library service point modifications.
Projects relating to the enhancement of the digital library at Rice
are also planned as part of this study,
including:
• Using the former Business
Information Center (BIC) space in
Herring Hall for Digital Library
Services. This open, pleasing space
is ideal, with minimal refurbishment,
as a digital library service center.
Computer equipment from less-used
Owlnet labs could be more productively placed in this area, and the
Electronic Resources Center (ERC),
currently housed in the basement of
Fondren, could more visibly serve
the Rice campus as a multimedia
production and teaching center. The
Educational Technology Research
and Assessment Center (ETRAC),
a component of the ERC which
provides expertise on the evaluation
of classroom technology at Rice and
across the nation, is another facet
that would improve with a more
accessible location.
• Network upgrades and the
expansion of wireless coverage on
campus are needed. A well-managed and maintained network is
critical for the delivery of information, collaboration, and secure data
storage and retrieval in the coming
years. This would also include wider
deployment of our wireless network.
The library staff is very excited
about the prospect of improving
library services and space through
these enhancements and looks forward to continuing to work with
members of the Rice community in
serving their information needs.
Charles Henry
Vice President and
Chief Information Officer
chhenry@rice.edu
Sara Lowman
Director of Fondren Library and
Associate University Librarian
lowman@rice.edu
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BEHIND THE SCENES:
LIBRARY SERVICE CENTER OPENS
The newest unit of Fondren
Library—the Library Service
Center—began operations in early
January 2004, as staff began transferring low-use library materials from
the library to the high-density storage facility on South Main Street.
For the Library Service Center (LSC)
staff, training and configuration of
the LSC stacks were the first priorities as the new year began.
Although less frequently used
than other materials owned by
Fondren Library, the items to be
housed in the Library Service Center
are still of considerable value to
researchers. These materials will be
stored in a highly secure, environmentally protected, and extremely
space-efficient manner. Each book
will be cleaned, sorted, and–through
a process involving several quality
checks–assigned a unique location
in a specifically designated acid-free
container. Each container is then
assigned to a specific position on one
of the nearly ten thousand numbered shelves, with that exact location carefully recorded in a specialized inventory software system.

LSC STAFF
As this issue of News from Fondren
goes to press, five of seven new
library employees have been
hired to work exclusively in support of Library Service Center
operations. Two additional
LSC employees are to begin
work shortly. Each of these staff
members is being provided with
specialized training in skills
required to ensure safe, secure,
Library Service Center Manager
and certain storage and retrieval
of library materials. This speJames Springer
cialized training includes proper
cleaning procedures, safe operahigh-value components area.
tion of the hydraulic lift (which can
James has worked with hydraube raised to thirty-five feet above
lic lift equipment, such as that
grade), and thorough grounding in
being used at the LSC, and has
the specialized inventory software.
supervised employees charged
James Springer accepted the
with detailed and highly accuposition of LSC Manager in early
rate inventory procedures. James
December 2003. James has nine years
also is experienced with instillexperience in warehouse operations
ing a service-centered approach
and management, including one year
to operations, which will help
at the Home Depot regional distriassure that items requested
bution facility and five years with
from the LSC will be delivered
Compaq. During part of his time
accurately and on the promised
at Compaq’s warehouse, he had the
schedule. James is a native of
responsibilPasadena and a graduate of the
ity for the
University of Houston. He is
high-security,
married, with a young daughter.

The front view of the Library Service Center is pictured
above. To the right is a rear view of the LSC.
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Duc Pham cleans a newly-arrived
book before processing it for shelving.

Mariah Chavez duplicates barcodes to
place them on the exterior of books for
easy access.

Nancy Infante sizes a book to determine in what tray it should be placed.

Mariah Chavez, a Houston
native, joined the LSC team a week
after James began. She has worked
previously on the Rice campus,
holding temporary positions in
Human Resources, Bioengineering,
and Admissions. In mid-December
Nancy Infante moved from Fondren
Library to the LSC. Prior to this
move, Nancy had been a member of
the library staff for two years, most
recently as a shelver responsible for
materials on the third floor.
During the first week of January
2004 the LSC team was augmented
by the hire of Duc Pham and Dale
Saenz. Duc is another familiar face
from Fondren Library, where he
worked, not as a member of the

library staff, but as the housekeeping
services staff member assigned the
challenging task of keeping the first
floor of Fondren Library presentable.
He has been a Rice employee for
eleven years. Dale Saenz is entirely
new to the Rice University community. He comes with data entry and
materials handling work experience
at the Houston Museum of Fine Arts

and at Dynacare Hermann. Dale
has a B.S. in Information Systems
Technology from the University of
Houston.

Dale Saenz verifies that all information has been correctly
entered in the LSC’s automated inventory system.
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Mariah Chavez is shown on the hydraulic lift used for
shelving and retrieving materials in the climate-controlled
storage area.
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and April DeRome. For
the three years prior
to taking this job, Sara
was part of the library’s
Collection Management
Project team, engaged
in barcoding and
inventorying Fondren’s
collections. Besides
working full-time, Sara
is studying for her B.A.
in psychology. April
comes to Rice as a recent
college graduate, with a
B.A. in American Studies
and work experience
at the University of
Alabama library. She
plans to get a master’s
degree in Library and
Information Science in
the future.
The team working in
Fondren is charged with
retrieving the volumes
The LSC staff poses among the storage shelves.
identified by subject
librarians for transfer to the LSC,
changing their locations in the online
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
catalog, and carefully packaging them
in large plastic tubs for transfer to the
FONDREN LIBRARY TEAM
LSC. The LSC staff retrieve these
In addition to the employees working plastic tubs during twice-daily trips
to campus and transport them to the
in the LSC facility, two (of three)
LSC in the van purchased by the
temporary employees were hired in
library for this purpose, there to begin
mid-December to work in Fondren,
the process of cleaning, sorting, and
pulling from the stacks the materials
processing. These two teams, along
to be transferred to the LSC. These
in-Fondren employees are Sara Trejo with the subject librarians charged
with identifying
low-use materials
(in consultation with
the Rice academic
community), plan to
transfer nearly 500
thousand books from
Fondren Library to
the Library Service
Center in 2004.
Kerry A. Keck
Assistant University
Librarian, Collections
keckker@rice.edu

In Fondren Library April DeRome packs books for
transport to the LSC.
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Did you Know?
The IRS processed over twentysix million paper returns and
nearly forty-one million electronic returns during the first
three months of 2003. Imagine
how many more arrived just
before the April 15 deadline!
Fondren Library’s Government
Publications department has
copies of the most commonly
needed forms and documents
for 2004. In addition, a large
amount of information, including a complete collection of IRS
forms, is available online from
the IRS at http://www.irs.gov/

As mentioned elsewhere in this
issue, Fondren Library recently
hired a number of new staff.
We have also had a significant
number of long-term staff leave
the library, including: Rosa
Almendarez, Fannie Haynes,
Mary Hill, Barbara Kile,
Van Nguyen, Lisa Sweeney,
and Anna Youssefi.

There are over forty thousand
bookshelves in Fondren Library,
totaling over twenty-three miles
in length. The new Library
Service Center, with nearly ten
thousand additional shelves,
adds over 8.25 miles of book
shelving.

WOODSON RESEARCH CENTER
ACQUIRES “BANNED BOOK”
doctrine already condemned and
adduce arguments of great cogency
in its favor without presenting any
solution of these, I have been pronounced by the Holy Office to be
vehemently suspected of heresy, that
is to say, of having held and believed
that the Sun is the center of the world
and immovable and that the Earth is
not the center and moves: Therefore,
desiring to remove from the minds of
your Eminences, and of all faithful
Christians, this vehement suspicion
justly conceived against me, with
sincere heart and unfeigned faith I
abjure, curse, and detest the aforesaid
errors and heresies ... and I swear
that in future I will never again say
or assert, verbally or in writing, anything that might furnish occasion for
a similar suspicion regarding me ...”

(The Achievement of Galileo, edited by
James Brophy and Henry Paolucci.
Smyrna, DE, Griffon House Pubs.,
2001, pp. 109-110)
Galileo spent the remainder of
his life under house arrest. Dialogo
remained on the Index of Prohibited
Books banned by the Catholic
Church until the early 1800s.
Philip Montgomery
Special Collections Assistant
pmontgom@rice.edu

Frontispiece from
Galileo Galilei’s
Dialogo, depicting
Aristotle, Ptolemy,
and Copernicus.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PHILIP MONTGOMERY.

In December 2003 the Woodson
Research Center (WRC) acquired
a first edition of one of the most
famous banned books in history—
Galileo Galilei’s Dialogo ... sopra i Due
Massimi Sistemi del Mondo, Tolemaico
e Copernicano, published in 1632
in Florence, Italy. Purchased with
funds from the Friends of Fondren
Endowment for Special Collections,
Dialogo enhances the library’s collection of books tracing the history of
science.
This edition includes the famous
frontispiece engraving, signed by
the Baroque printmaker Stefano
della Bella, which depicts Aristotle,
Ptolemy, and Copernicus. The WRC
copy contains 458 pages bound in
contemporary stiff vellum, with later
titling labels applied to the spine.
The book has wormholes, some soiling on the cover, and discoloration
on a few pages, but it is otherwise in
excellent condition.
The printing of Dialogo was
completed early in the year 1632.
That summer Pope Urban VIII
halted distribution of the book
and handed the matter over to the
Inquisition. An investigation, along
with a formal threat of torture, followed. A trial ensued, and in 1633
the Inquisition condemned Galileo
Galilei for heresy for his writings
supporting the Copernican system,
which placed the sun at the center
of our solar system. For Galileo
it must have been a bitter time to
have his truth denied and his book
banned.
The aging and ill seventy-yearold astronomer, forced to stand
before his judges, repudiated his
writings in the Dialogo that supported
Copernicus. In his formal statement,
Galileo said to the Inquisition, “But,
whereas ... I wrote and printed a
book in which I discuss this new
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LIBRARY BUILDS MIDDLE EAST COLLECTION

During the last few years,
there has been expanding
interest by faculty in the Near
and Middle East. Though
Fondren Library has many
books covering various topics
related to the Middle East,
there had not been specific
areas of concentration or
systematic collection building.
To remedy this problem, several members of the faculty
requested that the library
bring in someone with expertise in this field to evaluate
the collection and suggest
areas to strengthen relevant
to our academic focus. David
Hirsch, the Near and Middle
East Studies bibliographer
at UCLA, was suggested as
a possible consultant. He
agreed to spend three days at
Rice, visiting with faculty and
evaluating the collection.
Mr. Hirsch took on the
task of identifying particular
strengths and weaknesses in
the collection in the spring of
2003 and provided us with a
twenty-five-page written report Collection Development Coordinator Elka Tenner
that summer. His years of expe- showcases some of Fondren’s Middle East holdings.
rience and language skills were
certainly put to the test. Among
the challenges he faced was the
anthropology, archaeology, and econombroad geographic area of interest,
ics. Chronologically, we want to cover
consisting of Saudi Arabia, Oman
the period from the rise of Islam to the
and the Gulf States, Yemen, Iraq,
present. In addition, Mr. Hirsch recomSyria, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, the
mended we collect some materials in
Palestinian Authority Territories,
the languages of the region, emphasizTurkey, Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
ing Arabic, Turkish, Hebrew, and Farsi
Bangladesh, Egypt, Libya, Algeria,
(Persian).
Tunisia, and Morocco. Our curricuThe report Mr. Hirsch provided
lum and research needs are focused
consisted of several parts, including a
primarily in the areas of history,
list of the most important books to buy,
religion, politics and government,
arranged in priority order. These are
women’s and gender studies, art
basic works of scholarship and the best
and architecture, and Arabic. Also
editions and translations of major works
of interest are works in translation,
in the languages of the region.
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He evaluated our collection
and suggested areas in which
the library holdings are strong
or need to be strengthened to
support our curricular interests. Additionally, the report
contained valuable publishing
information about vendors
and other acquisition issues,
as well as possible sources of
funding, grants, etc.
Currently, the faculty for
this interdisciplinary area
consists of Paula Sanders and
Ussama Makdisi from the
History Department, Elora
Shehabuddin from Women’s
Studies and Political Science,
David B. Cook from Religious
Studies, Aman Attieh from
the Center for the Study of
Languages, Hamid Naficy
and Shirine Hamadeh
from Art History, Fares ElDahdah from Architecture,
and Mahmoud A. El-Gamal
from Economics. The librarians involved in the collection
efforts include Jet Prendeville,
Art and Architecture; Jane
Segal, Religious Studies and
Sociology; Sandi Edwards,
Head of Reference; and Elka
Tenner, History and Collection
Development Coordinator.
Elka Tenner
Collection Development Coordinator
eshlomo@rice.edu

LIBRARY STAFF MEMBERS
EXHIBIT art
Several Fondren Library staff
members had works included in the
Insider/Outsider exhibition, which
opened at Rice on February 5.
The juried exhibit (entries required
unanimous approval of the jury for
acceptance) was sponsored by the
Department of Visual Arts. Its purpose was to recognize and showcase
artists and craftspeople on the Rice
campus. The department’s goal is to
create a community of artists, both
on and off campus.

Screen print from Michael Vessels’s film The Terrible Martinez Brothers

BARBARA KILE

RITA MARSALES

Recently retired librarian, Barbara
Kile, had three pieces accepted for
the exhibit. Kile works primarily in
fiber and metal, creating fiber art
and jewelry. Felted Nest, a sculptural
piece, consists of a felted bird nest
with a copper bowl. A pin, called
Waves, includes a woven piece, made
with yarn and wire, set in sterling
silver. The third piece, Balance, is a
felted necklace, composed of handmade felt and sterling silver pieces.
Kile has been creating jewelry
for thirty years and working with
fibers for most of her life. She initially began the work as a means of selfexpression but, for the last ten years,
has become more serious about
her art. She has sold and exhibited
a number of pieces. During her
years at Fondren, Kile served as
head of Government Publications
and Microforms, assistant to the
University Librarian, and director
of the South Central Intellectual
Property Partnership at Rice.

Felted Nest, by Barbara Kile

PHOTOGRAPH BY RITA MARSALES.

PHOTOGRAPH BY BARBARA KILE.

Rita Marsales, Preservation Librarian
in the Database Management department, contributed a twenty-four-inch
wood sculpture of a woman’s torso
entitled Dryad
Dryad, after the female tree
spirits of Greek mythology. The piece,
done in Philippine mahogany, was
created a number of years ago and is
carved in a non-naturalistic style, with
planes and sharp edges.
In addition to her graduate
library degree, Marsales has an
undergraduate degree in fine arts
from Louisiana State University and
a master’s degree in art history from
Rice. Although she is no longer carving, she still works in other art forms.
After retirement Marsales plans to
work in prints and painting.

MICHAEL VESSELS

Michael Vessels, Library Receiving
Coordinator in the Acquisitions
department, showed a short film
he created as a result of taking several film classes at Rice. Titled The
Terrible Martinez Brothers, it was originally aired at the 2003 Student Film
Festival. It is a somewhat humorous
coming-of-age story set in Texas in
the present day. The title comes from
the name of a rival used-car dealership, a competitor of the protagonist’s father. So absorbed is he by his
business problems that the father fails
to pay any attention to his son.
In making this film, Vessels was
influenced by a number of directors,
including John Ford, Sergio Leone,
and Martin Scorsese; certain shots or
scenes were intended as tributes to
them. Visuals and action are emphasized over dialogue. The film was
awarded the People’s Choice Award
at the opening reception of this
campus exhibit.
Alice Rhoades
Serials Catalog Librarian
alicer@rice.edu

Dryad, sculpted by Rita Marsales
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TECHWATCH: KNOWLEDGE OF ONLINE SEARCH
STRATEGIES SAVES LOTS OF TIME
At last count, the search engine
Google trumpeted that it indexes
3,307,998,701 Web pages. Yet
such comprehensiveness can be
daunting when thousands of search
results are delivered for you to sort
through. How can you search more
accurately? Strategies for more
efficient searching include: knowing
where to look; employing “search
appliances” (special tools to assist in
searching); and experimenting with
innovative new search tools.

KNOWING WHERE

TO

LOOK

Often I find the most valuable
resources by following the links
provided by online gateways to different subject areas. For educational
resources, for instance, check out
MERLOT (http://www.merlot.org/
Home.po). Divided by academic
discipline, MERLOT not only provides links to educational Web sites
and interactive materials but also
offers evaluations of these materials
authored by academics. Rice hosts
similar sites focused on advanced
placement biology, physics, and
math (APDL, http://apdl.rice.edu/
DesktopDefault.aspx) and learning technologies (LESTER, http:
//lester.rice.edu). If you’re not sure
precisely what you’re looking for,
browsing through a subject tree can
often lead you to relevant information. Academic gateways such as
the Voice of the Shuttle (http://
vos.ucsb.edu/), which focuses on the
humanities, provide exhaustive listings of Web pages and syllabi.
For general searching, I prefer
Google (http://www.google.com),
which determines results based on
the number of sites that link to a
particular Web page and the relevance of search terms. Google
itself offers a number of advanced
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features. For instance, to find out
information about a site, such as
related links and other pages that link
to it, type “info:” and the URL into
the search box. Google also enables
you to “search by numbers,” such as
FedEx & UPS tracking numbers, area
codes, and patent numbers (to search
for patents, add “patent” before the
number). Likewise, to find out the
arrival/departure information for
a particular flight, enter the airline
and flight number. Google Hacks: 100
Industrial-Strength Tips & Tools, a book
about taking advantage of all of
Google’s capabilities, recently made it
onto the bestseller list and was named
a New York Times notable book.
Some people assume that the
public Web provides access to all of
the information that they need, but
other information sources—electronic
databases, online journals, books—are

often invaluable for research. For
journal and newspaper articles,
researchers should turn to electronic
indices and databases that are currently not accessible via regular Web
searches; some are general, some targeted to particular disciplines; some
just provide citations, others full text.
Of course, books remain crucial
information resources, especially for
sustained analysis and argumentation.

USING SEARCH APPLIANCES
As a compulsive Internet searcher, I
have become addicted to the Google
Search toolbar. Rather than having
to type in the Google URL or go
to it from my bookmark, I can just
enter my search terms directly into
a search box on my Web browser.
Not only can you search the entire
Internet, but you can limit your

search to a particular site—a tool
that is particularly helpful if Web
sites lack their own search engines or
have poor ones. All of your search
terms are highlighted in the resulting Web page, and when you click
on a term listed on the right side of
the interface, you are automatically
taken to the next occurrence, which
makes skimming much easier.
The Google search bar also
features a pop-up stopper that
enables you to block annoying popup ads, although sometimes it’s best
to disable this feature, since online
databases and other legitimate Web
sites use pop-up windows to convey
relevant information. By using the
AutoFill feature, you can fill out a
form with your contact information
and then have Google automatically
populate any Web forms, which
saves on typing time. (You can enter
credit card information, but I would
be reluctant to make such important financial information so readily
available.)

INNOVATIONS

IN

SEARCHING

Federated searching enables researchers to search across multiple distributed repositories to find relevant
information. For instance, OASIster
(http://oaister.umdl.umich.edu/
o/oaister/) indexes digital archives
from 247 different institutions,
covering subjects ranging from history to physics. The Digital Library
Federation is working on DODL
(Distributed Open Digital Library),
“the creation of which would make
digital resources of major research
libraries electronically accessible in a
shared, unified collection of use for
scholarship and teaching” (http://
www.diglib.org/forums/spring2003/
DLFForumMay03rev.htm).
New search technologies are
emerging that automatically categorize or enable the user to visualize
results. For instance, Vivisimo
(http://vivisimo.com/) automatically
arranges results into different categories, making the Web more like a

well-organized library than a
random mass of data. Grokker (http:
//www.groxis.com/service/grok/)
takes the categorization of information a step further, presenting
the categories in a dynamic visual
interface. If you search for Houston,
for instance, Grokker will divide the
results into different color-coded
categories. Searching thus becomes
a more spatial and visual experience,
rather than just a matter of reading
through pages and pages of link listings.
By spending a little time learning about effective searching strategies, you can save a lot of time that
would otherwise be spent in sorting
through irrelevant search results.
Lisa Spiro
Director of the Electronic Text Center
lspiro@rice.edu
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COLLECTIONS
Volumes in Library:
Volumes Added During Year:
Current Serials:
Microforms:
Government Documents
(Uncataloged):
Computer Files:
Manuscripts and Archives
(Linear Feet):
Cartographic Materials:
Audio Materials:
Graphic Materials:
Films and Videos:
CIRCULATIONS (Excluding Reserves)
INTERLIBRARY LOANS
Requests to Loan Materials:
Requests to Borrow Materials:

FY01

FY03

2,192,312
58,947
28,758
2,771,861

2,314,820
57,479
36,889
3,074,402

55,920
11,313

55,920
13,427

4,999
26,669
32,370
27,767
7,299

5,664
26,804
37,251
33,573
8,819

209,168

218,194

12,044
9,917

11,132
11,913

